Fostering low carbon development

Emission Reductions and Clean Development Mechanism
REPLICABILITY

- Process of **replicability**
- How we have taken a stewardship in creating collaborative platforms and sharing success stories

(COPY and PASTE FROM THE GCC to GCC)
WE LIKE PPPs

- Share some examples like UNDP for DCCE or RWE, thus forging string partnerships
LONG TERM VISION

- How creating a long term vision acts as a convergence for the whole country and supports bolder actions
THE CONCEPT OF CLUSTERS

- Example of Supreme Council of Energy and how the different actors are involved
DATA BASED STRATEGIES

- Before starting talking about projects, **we need data**
- This slide can talk about the process of gathering data in Dubai, then UAE and **now we have 3 years of data** to assess trends and policy outcomes
Creating systems and procedures

- **Carbon Abatement Strategic Committee** and how the whole products come together
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

- The result of the implementation is measurable through success stories as part of an overarching strategy.
- Good slide to introduce the State of Energy Report as such tool
FOSTERING AN ESCO INDUSTRY

- Following up on the state of energy, we want to share specific example related to escos.
- We do not only focus on the transaction, but rather in the creation of an industry, as it was done for the ESCO industry as a whole
ADVOCACY and KNOWLEDGE

- Following from the ESCO we **also focus on the individuals** and introduced CO2 performance in the utility bill.
DUBAI MEANS BUSINESS

- Leveraging the GCC business acumen and entrepreneurship, we strongly believe that there is a lot of value for the private sector to scale up their activities and embed best practices.
- In doing so, we can expand our network using a South South approach and replicate yet more success stories.
BE THE CHANGE YOU WANNA SEE IN THE WORLD

www.facebook.com/pages/dubai-carbon-centre-of-excellence
www.twitter.com/DubaiCarbon